102             PANTHEISM AND THE VED^NTA,       [chap. VI.
" It were idly mischievous cruelty", says Dr. Ballantyne, "to hnrl
[the charge of anti-theistic Pantheism] against the Vedantin. . . I
here state my conviction, that those, who consider the Vedantins as
Pantheists on this ground, would,, in like manner, condemn St. Paul,
if he were to reappear, declaring expressly what was implied in his
asserting of God that in Him we live and move and have our
being."
Those who maintain the doctrine of Unity are undoubtedly, in a
sense, Pantheists, nolens volens, If, according to them. God fills
all in existence with Himself alone, so that All is He, since He is All,
if God is All, then All must be He, and from this fact there is no escape^
and no other conclusion can be arrived at which does not do violence
to all rational thought. But, as says Trine, people engrossed in bigo-
try say that God is All and immediately begin to fill -up the universe
with that which God is not.
It is obvious that the traditional prejudices of Christian writers;,
due mainly to Semetic influences, are so strong, that they
apparently believe Sin and Evil to be objective realities, and
then consider it shocking to their sense of Divine justice to connect
God with them in any degree; to suppose that God is in
anything that is sinful or evil or even loathsome to man is, in
their view, to take away from Him His character of purity, goodness^
&c., &c.
Calvin, one of the pioneers of the Reformation of the 16th century y
felt himself shocked, when his victim Servetu-s, at his trial for heresy,
fearlessly said that c( this bench, this table and, all you. can point to
around us is of the substance of God " ; and when on this Calvin
remarked that, on such showing, tlie Devil must be of God substan-
tially, Serve-bus smilingly replied, (< Do you doubt it ? For my part,
I hold it as a general proposition that all things whatsoever are part
Indian conception, that " [it] contains absorbed. Brahma does not say, (I am
th6^ thought that in everything the the metal, the rivers, the individual
divine is only the universal element of a things of each kind by themselves, as such,
content, the essence of things, while at as they exist immediately.' The bright-
the same time it is also represented as ness is not the metal itself, but is the
bemg the determined or specific Essence Universal, the substantial, elevated above
of the things. ^ When Brahma says, any individual form;..... What is
1 am the brightness, the shining expressed here is no longer what is called
element m metals, the Ganges among pantheism; the idea expressed is rather
rivers, the life mall that lives, &c.1, what that of the essence in such individual
is mdividual is done away with and things."_ED

